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Internet is a brand new lifestyle that plays a significant role in influencing people’s life. Internet could provide multifariousness of possibilities for communication, entertainment and dealing with every day-life requirements that makes the role of internet becomes wider. Furthermore, because of its essential function, a study on internet addiction revealed that the technology could make people believe that they could not live without it.

Based on survey conducted by e-Marketer, more than 2.5 billion people were registered as active internet users worldwide in 2013 and the number is significantly increasing every year. In 2018, the projection of internet users could reach 3.6 billion and about 71% of those users will access internet regularly this year. The country with the most number of internet users, who at least accessing internet once a month, in 2014 was China (644 million) then followed by USA, India, Brazil, Japan and Indonesia.

As the fourth most populous country in the world, internet users in Indonesia have reached 83.7 million in 2014 and over the next three years it increased more than 34%. It is predicted that the number of people who access internet at least once a month will be 123 million and will surpass the number of internet users in Japan by 2018. One of the driven factors for the boost is the usage of mobile devices such as smartphone and tablet in developing countries including Indonesia. With very tight market competition from local and international producers, the devices have become more affordable and therefore accessible.

Social network is the most common and favored site accessed by internet users worldwide with Facebook ranked as the most accessed platform, almost 1.5 billion people will log in in Facebook in 2017, or more than 60% of total social network users. Furthermore, in 2017, 87% of Facebook users will access it through mobile devices. The same figure also happens in Indonesia, about 95% of internet users accessed social media or social network in 2013 with 65 million active Facebook users. Other social media and online messenger applications that actively used by internet users in Indonesia are Instagram, Twitter, Line, and WhatsApp.

While originally social media was developed to help people connect each other, its massive popularity introduces not only benefits but also brings harm to its users. Excessive use of social media could lead its users to addiction followed by mental health problems such as personality neuroticism and psychoticism. Furthermore, some studies have also concluded that worse internet addiction is strongly related to many psychological issues such as depression, anxiety, social-isolation, sleep problem and the worst was able to lead people to have reduced self-reported immune function. However, in spite of the fact that the social media could introduce health problems, because of large users, it has potential to be utilized for improving health status of people. Some studies revealed that internet/social media support could be effectively utilized for health purpose, for example to be used for consumer information health services, health promotion and education, social support for patients who had chronic diseases, adherence of treatment, health monitoring and reporting etc.

With the growing users and different platforms available, Indonesia has big opportunity to use internet and social media to support any existing traditional or conventional health intervention approaches. However, still limited studies available to provide good evidence on the usefulness of internet and social media for health purposes in Indonesia. This mainly due to the limited funds and resources available to conduct qualified study with advanced methods for measuring social media effectiveness. One study that might lead us for better studies in Indonesia is the innovative health purposes using internet implemented in the latest study protocol developed by Arjadi et al. The study aimed to use internet based behavioral activation intervention for depression in Indonesia. Even though the study has not produced any preliminary result yet, the study is claimed as the first study in Indonesia that examined the effectiveness of internet based intervention specifically for depression using randomized controlled trial (RCT) research design. It shows that internet and social media are also able to be used as platform to conduct 24/7 and intensive health support for people in the situation that they are possibly not able to meet with health providers. The other potential usage of the internet technology could be implemented by online messages applications in mobile devices. The text messages could be indispensable in the situation that people need to be reminded, for example in
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adherence of hypertension and antiretroviral treatment.\textsuperscript{15,16} Furthermore, social media platforms are also possibly used to maintain healthy behavior and lifestyle, for example in diabetes case management.\textsuperscript{17}

Finally, with the growing and high number of internet and social media users, it could be concluded that Indonesia is a potential country for the development of internet-social media based health intervention.\textsuperscript{18}

Currently, there are abundant programs and/or campaign using internet and social media based as platforms for health information and promotion, however most of them were developed without proper evaluation design to measure its effectiveness. Universities and research centers in the country could become a potential partner for any developers for developing programs and/or campaigns that utilize internet and social media in standardized and scientific ways.
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